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Research Question

CAN AND SHOULD CENTRAL BANKS SMOOTH CLIMATE CHANGE-INDUCED SHOCKS TO

PRICE AND FINANCIAL STABILITY? THE CASE OF INDIA

Abstract. There is an increasing academic consensus around the magnitude of the threats posed by

climate change. The extent to which such threats could be mitigated by central banks, however, has

been subject of disagreement. Nonetheless, it is clear that several central banks see climate change

as a threat to their core mandates, namely price and financial stability. In turn, these have

disproportionate effects on the livelihoods of people living below the poverty line, especially in

developing countries. This paper will present the channels through which climate change impacts

the mandates of central banks, and will later examine the case of India while additionally suggesting

several policy recommendations.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The extent to which Central Banks (CBs) and regulators should and can address climate change has

been debated in regulatory circles. Indeed, several central bankers consider climate-related issues as

lying outside their core responsibilities, identifying governments as the only authority for this

matter. According to this perspective, a closer examination of climate-related issues on the part of

CBs would essentially entail the advancement of sustainable political agendas at a regulatory level,

eventually compromising CBs’ integrity. However, it is arguable that this perspective fails to

acknowledge how climate change is widely recognised to impact core CB mandates, namely

financial and price stability.1 This research paper will show that an appropriate identification of

1 Sandra Batten, Rhiannon Sowerbutts, Misa Tanaka “Let's Talk About the Weather: The Impact of Climate Change on
Central Banks,” Bank of England Staff Working Paper 603 (2016).
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climate-induced risks endows them with significant regulatory relevance, rather than merely being

politically-contested considerations, and thus falling in the scope of CBs responsibility. What is

more, a considerable amount of literature finds that CB intervention in mitigating climate change

impacts is crucial. The paper will moreover explain that the shocks induced by climate change on

core CBs’ mandates impact specific segments of the population, impairing the wellbeing of local

communities in poorer urban and rural settings, more often employed in carbon intensive and

vulnerable sectors. In the literature review, it will firstly identify and delineate the main

transmission channels of climate-induced risks to systemic financial stability through physical and

transition risks, as well as those posed to price stability by rising inflationary pressures through

sudden price spikes. Later, it will examine the case of India, and how its carbon intensive financial

system and labour force will be affected by the disruptions of climate change. Subsequently, it will

propose possible measures that CBs and the Reserve Bank of India could adopt in order to smooth

climate change-induced shocks, from both market-fixing and market-shaping perspectives.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Impediments to Central Bank intervention in addressing climate change: a contradictory

concern

The potential distortion of the current prudential2 mandates of CBs has been a key deterrent for

central bankers’ involvement in climate change action.3 Out of multiple CBs surveyed, only 13% of

respondents declared to be in favour of establishing a “green versus brown investments” dichotomy

3 Mazars and OMFIF, “Tackling Climate change. The role of banking regulation and supervision”, (2020)..

2 Prudential regulations set requirements and best-practices for the safety and soundness of financial institutions and of
the financial system as a whole. They involve setting capital and liquidity requirements for individual financial
institutions, such as banks or insurers (micro-prudential regulation), and monitor the overall leverage and exposure to
systemic risks of the financial system. In most countries, prudential regulation is the responsibility of central banks.

Matthew Scott, Julia van Huizen , Carsten Jung, "The Bank’s response to climate change," Bank of England Quarterly
Bulletin, Bank of England, 57, 2 (2017): 98-109.
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aimed at boosting green credit provision on the part of banks.4 This would entail establishing, for

instance, different capital requirements depending on the ownership of assets possibly exposed to

climate change risks. However, the involvement of CBs in financial greening issues is regarded as a

second-best alternative after fiscal and parliament-ruled policies in general. This is even more the

case given that such involvement would have long-term impacts for the financial sector and the real

economy, potentially upsetting democratic preferences.5 In addition, part of the reluctance of CBs to

implement such active market-shaping macroprudential tools is the inherent lack of data for

evaluating the magnitude of liability risks related to climate change for the financial sector, and

possible best practices for handling them.6 This, combined with the perceived “politicisation” of the

topic, to which central banks should be immune by definition, has significantly curbed the

propensity of CBs to embark on policies of active “financial greening”.

Although the above considerations are firmly rooted in legitimate concerns over CBs’ own

institutional soundness, it is arguable that this perspective provides a rather narrow conception of

CB mandates. If climate-related financial risks are crucial determinants of financial stability,

fostering the greening of the financial system on the part of CBs is not only perfectly within the

boundaries set by their mandates, but also is essential for protecting the lower end of the income

bracket who are the most vulnerable to inflationary shocks.7 Under this perspective, managing

climate-related financial risks should not be intended as “an end”, i.e. advancing a specific

politicised agenda, but rather as a means for ensuring the stability of the financial system as a

whole. Indeed, other CBs have been more clear-cut in their identification of climate-change

risks-mitigation as an inhibitor of systemic risk for the economy as a whole. These include the Bank

of England and the Banque de France, which recognised that the “management of climate related

risks falls squarely within the financial stability objective” and with this conviction launched the

Central Banks and Supervisors Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS).8

2.2 Outline of the threats posed by climate change to price and financial stabilltiy

This research paper will now examine the channels of transmission of climate change to financial

sector risk and price stability. Firstly, climate-induced physical risks (PRs) are conveyed to the

8 Villeroy De Galhau, “Climate change: central banks are taking action”. Banque de France Financial Stability Review-
Greening the financial system: the new frontier, No. 23 (June 2019): 7-12.

7 Emanuele Campiglio & Yannis Dafermos & Pierre Monnin & Josh Ryan-Collins & Guido Schotten & Misa Tanaka,
"Climate change challenges for central banks and financial regulators," Nature Climate Change, Nature, 8, 6 (2018):
462-468.

6 Geoff Summerhayes, “Financial exposure: climate data deficit. Greening the financial system: the new frontier,”
Banque de France Financial Stability Review 23 (2019): 49-56.

5 Glenn D. Rudebusch, “Climate change and the Federal Reserve,” FRBSF Economic Letter 9 (2019).
4 Ibidem
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financial sector and the real economy9 through tangible damages caused by natural hazards. These,

most notably, often impact rural communities that rely more heavily on agricultural production or

mining activities, thus eventually impacting the poorer segments of the population. PRs can also

have systemically important consequences for financial systems, should corporate balance sheets

heavily rely on physically damaged assets in these occurrences.10 In turn, these could have

significant impacts on employment, reducing disposable income for the labour force. Given that

physical risk is highly concentrated in specific areas and banks have a strong local bias, disruptions

in economic activity will be equally concentrated, with capital losses exerting upward pressures on

leverage and eventually increasing the systemic risk of the financial sector.11 Research by insurance

company MunichRe has estimated that in 2018 the total cost of natural disasters was $160bn, and it

is expected to increase pari passu with climate change.12

PRs also disproportionately affect the poorer segments of the world population. As noted by a

report of the World Economic Forum, estimates suggest that approximately 85% of poor urban

areas “may expect to be exposed to flood risk, compared with roughly 60% of the urban area as a

whole by 2050. Because poorer areas typically have lower quality, unregulated housing coupled

with limited financial reserves and insurance, they are more likely to struggle to recover”.13

According to the same report, devaluation of exposed homes could amount to $30-80 billion by

2050. The impact is expected to be larger should mortgage financing and availability of insurance

be affected as well. The report concludes "The capacity to spend on flooding mitigation and

recovery will be markedly different across communities. Home owners’ decisions to rebuild or

relocate will be limited by the availability of recovery money as well as the viability of getting a new

mortgage elsewhere”.14 It thus becomes clear that in a world where geographical mobility is often

costly and requires access to information and knowledge, the impact of climate change on the

residential market needs to be addressed by CB regulators.

14 Ibidem

13 World Economic Forum (2020). Climate change hits the poor hardest. Here’s how to protect them. Available at:
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/10/climate-change-poor-hardest-how-protect-them/

12 Mazars and OMFIF, “Tackling Climate change. The role of banking regulation and supervision”.

11 Nepomuk Dunz, Spyros Alogoskoufis & Emambakhsh, Tina & Hennig, Tristan & Kaijser, Michiel & Kouratzoglou,
Charalampos & Muñoz, Manuel A. & Parisi, Laura & Salleo, Carmelo, "ECB’s economy-wide climate stress
test,"Occasional Paper Series 281, European Central Bank (2021).
Orkun Saka, “Domestic banks as lightning rods? Home bias and information during Eurozone crisis”, Research
Discussion Papers, Bank of Finland (2019).

10 Yannis Dafermos, Maria Nikolaidi, Giorgios Galanis, "Climate Change, Financial Stability and Monetary Policy,"
Ecological Economics, 152 (2018): 219-234.

9 The real economy encompasses that part of the economy which involves the production, purchase and flow of goods
and services. In other words, the non-finance share of a country’s economy.
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Secondly, climate change transition risks (TRs) arise from asset price adjustment caused by the

implementation of climate related policies such as carbon taxes and by the expectations of those

policies.15 Subsequent fluctuations in the prices of fossil fuel-related “stranded assets”,16 broadly

already considered mispriced vis-à-vis their inherent risk, have repercussions for the broader

economy.17 Indeed, TRs could also include after-effects of fiscal policy, including the possible

re-pricing of carbon and carbon-intensive assets.18 With countries increasingly committing to

net-zero goals, TRs negatively impact firms’ financial soundness by raising carbon prices on the

supply side and increasing leverage, as firms are likely to accumulate debt in order to switch to

climate-friendly technologies.19 This has partially already been observed in the rising aggregate debt

of oil companies.20 With a disorderly transition, meaning a non-monitored transition, coal-mining

and manufacturing companies are predicted to triple their debt and increase leverage to 90%.21 Both

TRs and PRs would be translated to banks through an increase in credit risk, resulting by 2050 in a

20% increase in their median probability of default in a hot-house world scenario.22 23

Thirdly and lastly, climate change is likely to impact the prime mandate of CBs, namely price

stability. Having outlined how climate change can reduce productive capacities, a disorderly

transition would increase price volatility due to supply side shocks, while decreasing output. These

would include sudden and significant spikes in commodity as well as energy prices due to natural

hazards or carbon-disincentivising governmental policies, resulting in increases in medium term

inflationary pressures.24 This, together with TRs, is extremely problematic especially for the

livelihoods in developing countries. Firstly, a major effect could be the displacement of the vast

majority of people relying on coal extraction, thus pushing up unemployment.25 Secondly, if no

policy action is taken in a timely manner in order to avoid a hothouse scenario, the burden deriving

25 Ibidem

24 Villeroy De Galhau, “Climate change: central banks are taking action”. Banque de France Financial Stability Review-
Greening the financial system: the new frontier, No. 23 (June 2019): 7-12.

23 Nepomuk Dunz, Spyros Alogoskoufis & Emambakhsh, Tina & Hennig, Tristan & Kaijser, Michiel & Kouratzoglou,
Charalampos & Muñoz, Manuel A. & Parisi, Laura & Salleo, Carmelo, "ECB’s economy-wide climate stress
test,"Occasional Paper Series 281, European Central Bank (2021).

22 Hot house world refers to a scenario where no timely action is taken in order to limit global warming below 2 °C
21 Ibidem

20 Reuters, Coronavirus pain drives Big Oil's dash for record debt (2020). Available at:
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-oilmajors-debt-idUSKBN2481KF

19 Nepomuk Dunz, Spyros Alogoskoufis & Emambakhsh, Tina & Hennig, Tristan & Kaijser, Michiel & Kouratzoglou,
Charalampos & Muñoz, Manuel A. & Parisi, Laura & Salleo, Carmelo, "ECB’s economy-wide climate stress
test,"Occasional Paper Series 281, European Central Bank (2021).

18 Archana Dilip and Sujata Kundu, “Climate Change: Macroeconomic Impact and Policy Options for Mitigating
Risks”, RBI Bulletin April 2020.

17 Ibidem

16 Stranded assets are assets that have suffered from unanticipated or premature write-downs, devaluations, or
conversion to liabilities due to climate change.

15 Stefano Battiston, "The importance of being forward-looking: managing financial stability in the face of climate risk,"
Financial Stability Review, Banque de France, 23 (2019): 39-48.
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from sudden spikes in carbon prices will disproportionately affect those who cannot afford

switching to cleaner technologies. It clearly emerges that CBs must work alongside governments to

ensure orderly and equitable transition by deploying the available policy tools.

3.0 THE UNEQUAL IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE AROUND THE WORLD

Although providing an extensive account of the threats posed by climate change is beyond the

scope of this paper, an analysis of the uneven impact it will have on a global scale is warranted for

the purpose of this research. Recent empirical literature has found that the impact of climate change

will fall disproportionately on the poorest segments of the population worldwide. 26 27 28According

to Hallegatte and Rozenberg (2017), the amount of people living in extreme poverty by 2030 will

be between 35 and 122 million, depending on the degree of optimism employed for formulating

assumptions.29 Even within the same country, survey data indicates that poor people are more

affected by environmental shocks, and that they lose a larger share of their wealth and have lower

financial support.30 For instance, in Nigeria, Bangladesh and Honduras people living in poverty lose

100-200% more when hit by a natural hazard compared to the rest of the population.31

The already dramatic consequences of climate change on worldwide poverty eradication are

amplified by the fact that developing countries are considered to be the ones who will be the most

affected.32 Most notably, this is due to the fact that climate sensitive sectors such as agriculture and

mining activities are economically crucial for developing countries.33 Additionally, developing

economies have limited financial and institutional scope for responding to the threats posed by

climate change, and they are frequently found in climate-sensitive and geographically vulnerable

places.34 The combination of these two factors pinpoints to the fact that the poorer segments of

climate-vulnerable countries, which are also often poorer economies altogether, will be

disproportionately affected, calling for immediate policy action.

34 Ibidem
33 Ibidem
32 Abeygunawardena et al, 2009

31 Hessel Winsemius et al, “Disaster Risk, Climate Change, and Poverty : Assessing the Global Exposure of Poor
People to Floods and Droughts”, Policy Research Working Paper;No. 7480 (2015). World Bank, Washington, DC. 

30 Ibidem
29 Ibidem

28 Stephane Hallegatte, and Julie Rozenberg. "Climate change through a poverty lens." Nature Climate Change 7, no. 4
(2017): 250-256.

27 Abeygunawardena, P., Vyas, Y.K., Knill, P., Foy, T.J., Harrold, M., Steele, P., Tanner, T., Hirsch, D., Oosterman, M.,
Rooimans, J., Debois, M., Lamin, M., Liptow, H., Mausolf, E., Verheyen, R., Agrawala, S., Caspary, G., Paris, R.,
Kashyap, A.K., Sharma, A.D., Mathur, A., Sharma, M., & Sperling, F. (2009). Poverty and climate change : reducing
the vulnerability of the poor through adaptation, World Bank Publication.

26 Emmanuel Skoufias, Mariano Rabassa, Sergio Olivieri, & Milan Brahmbhatt, “The poverty impacts of climate
change”, Economic Premise; No. 51 (2011). World Bank, Washington.
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4.0 THE CASE OF INDIA

This paper will now examine the case of India to outline how central banks can actively counteract

threats posed by climate change for the poorer segments of the developing countries’ populations.

In addition to being a country highly vulnerable to climate change damages, India is one of the

largest and fastest-growing developing economies.35 Additionally, and perhaps most importantly,

India is a developing economy with the largest availability of data with regards to the practices of

its central bank, as well as to its financial system. As a result, the choice of India as a case study is

warranted by both theoretical and methodological rationales.

4.1 Mapping India’s Vulnerability to Climate Change

As briefly mentioned in the previous section of the paper, giving a detailed overview of climate

threats is not the objective of the paper. Nonetheless, it is relevant to point out the significant

vulnerability of India to threats posed by climate change. The Global Climate Risk Index 2020 has

found that 600 million people living in India will be vulnerable by 2050, should current carbon

intensity persist.36 Unsurprisingly, living standards are expected to decline especially for the rural

and urban poor populations. Moreover, the report highlights that in 2018 India lost $37,808 million

in terms of economic opportunities, 300% more than the figure from 2017, due to climate change

shocks.37 The number of cyclones in 2019 was eight times the normal rate of incidence, while heat

waves have killed approximately 4000 people between 2015 and 2018 alone.38 As a result, India

was the 4th most damaged country by extreme weather events in 2018.39

India is no exception in terms of unevenness of climate change impacts. Rural poverty in India is

expected to increase by 5% before 2040 compared to a zero-warming scenario.40 The regressive

impacts of climate change are due to productivity losses in terms of returns to land, which are

partially offset for the rich given their ownership of land, and spikes in cereal prices.41 Indeed, when

41 Ibidem

40 Hanan Jacoby, Mariano Rabassa, and Emmanuel Skouas. "Distributional implications of climate change in
India." World Bank Policy Research Working Paper 5623 (2011).

39 Eckstein et al, 2020

38 Srishti Choudhary, “Heatwaves, the deadliest weather hazards in the last five years: WMO,” Livemint, 23 September
2019,
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/heatwaves-the-deadliest-weather-hazard-in-last-five-years-wmo-1569211472334.
html

37 Ibidem

36 David Eckstein, Vera Künzel, Laura Schäfer, Maik Winges, “Global Climate Risk Index 2020” (2020). Available at:
http://www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in/files/file/Global%20Climate%20Risk%20Index%202020.pdf

35 Jemma Gornall, Richard Betts, Eleanor Burke, Robin Clark, Joanne Camp, Kate Willett, Andrew Wiltshire,
"Implications of climate change for agricultural productivity in the early twenty-first century." Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences 365.1554 (2010): 2973-2989.
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hit by a flood or storm, people living in poverty in India lose from 2-to-3 times more than those not

living in poverty.42 This is because climate-induced shocks disproportionately increase the

likelihood that assets of poor households will be entirely wiped out, together with their

employment.

Households relying on agricultural production, construction industry and mining are likely to be the

most affected if there is no swift transition from carbon intensive to climate sensitive practices in

these sectors.43 Agriculture is the largest industry in terms of Indian population employed (215

million), and by 2018 the average farmer had already lost approximately 15-25% of income due to

climate change damages.44 Similarly, the state of Jharkhand, which is the largest coal reserve of

India, is also the most vulnerable to climate change.45 Government-owned coal mines employ

approximately 300,000 people, while the livelihoods of 4 million people in India depend on coal

extraction.46 This clearly shows that timely policy action is crucial in order to avoid a catastrophic

scenario and promote an orderly transition without disproportionately impacting the livelihoods of

the poor. As a result, scholars such as Jacoby et al. (2011) have suggested that in order to smooth

down the negative shocks of climate change for those most affected, successful policies should go

in the direction of reducing climate sensitive employment and minimising the financial exposure to

such practices.

Given what has been outlined above, it should not come as a surprise that the Indian financial

system is extremely vulnerable to both TRs and PRs. Despite more than 100 large financial

institutions worldwide having pledged to divest from coal mining, none of the major Indian banks

have done so.47 Indeed, the State Bank of India (SBI), ICICI and HDFC Bank are among the largest

financers of coal-related industries worldwide. SBI, which is the largest bank in India and owned at

57% by the government, invested more than $21 bn in fossil fuel finance between 2016 and 2020,

ranking in the top 10 banks financing coal plants worldwide.48 Unsurprisingly, it has not yet made

any net-zero emission commitments.49 As a result, SBI has a self-evaluated exposure to climate risk

equivalent to 3.83 trillion rupees (equivalent to $51bn), while HDFC’s is approximately 1.8 trillion

49 David Tong and Simon Pirani, “How Central Banks are Fueling the Climate Crisis”, Oil Change International (2021).
48 David Tong and Simon Pirani, “How Central Banks are Fueling the Climate Crisis”, Oil Change International (2021).

47 IEEFA, “Finance is Leaving Thermal Coal, Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis” (2022). Available
at: https://ieefa.org/finance-leaving-coal/#1596145653395-89446f18-be8d1269-34c9

46 Ibidem

45 Aljazeera, “‘Saved by coal’: Far from COP26, another reality in India” (1 Nov 2021). Available at:
https://www.aljazeera.com/gallery/2021/11/1/photos-climate-crisis-saved-by-coal-far-from-cop26-another-reality-in-ind
ia

44 Ibidem

43 Renita D’ Souza and Tanya Rana, “The Role of Monetary Policy in Climate Change Mitigation,” ORF Issue Brief No.
350, April 2020, Observer Research Foundation.

42 Hallegatte and Rozenberg, 2018
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rupees ($23bn). This consists of a 24% increase from 2019, while the total debt vulnerable to

climate threats among India’s largest financial institutions is approximately $84.4 billion.50 The

predicted effects of cyclones, floods and demand-induced disruptions on loan repayments in coal

extraction and agricultural sectors amount to $97 bn across top 67 Indian companies. Given the

crucial role played by banks in helping the economy to shift away from fossil fuels by diverting

financing away from them towards renewables, together with the high exposure of the country to

climate change threats, the immobility of the Indian financial system vis-à-vis financial greening is

indeed worrying. It is even more so when we consider potential negative synergies between

financial conditions, economic stability and human development.

Nonetheless, as explained by a senior researcher of the leading environmental think tank Rainforest

Action Network, it is increasingly clear that “Commercial banks are not ready to take action unless

central banks do not lead the way”.51

4.2 State of the art of RBI policies

This paper will now look at the extent to which The Reserve Bank of India (RBI), India’s central

bank, is currently implementing policies that are enhancing the decarbonization process. According

to the Reserve Bank of India Act, issued in 1934, like most central banks the RBI has a mandate for

guarding both financial and price stability, as well as fostering growth in India.52 Consequently, it

has scope for enhancing its mandate through both monetary and macroprudential policies that can

be transmitted to the real economy through commercial banks, financial institutions and

non-banking financial companies. Nonetheless, former deputy governor Chakrabarty and the

current one Shaktikanta Das have both argued that climate change should not be among the key

concerns of central banks, and that climate policy will only have an indirect and long-term impact.

Unsurprisingly, it emerges that although several steps have been taken in the past ten years, these

are extremely lacking and far behind what is needed in order to smooth climate-change induced

shocks.

52 Simon Dikau, and Josh Ryan-Collins, “Green Central Banking in Emerging Market and Developing Country
Economies,” New Economics Foundation (2019). Available at:
https://neweconomics.org/uploads/files/Green-Central-Banking.pdf

51 Flavia Lopes and Gokulananda Nandan, “Global Climate Action: Where do Indian Banks Stand?”, IndiaSpend
(2021). Available at:
https://www.indiaspend.com/explainers/global-climate-action-where-do-indian-banks-stand-779673

50 Archana Chaudary, “Extreme Weather Puts $84 Billion of Indian Bank Debt at Risk”, BloombergQuint (2 March
2021). Available at:
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/extreme-weather-puts-84-billion-of-indian-bank-debt-at-risk
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While the RBI has at times encouraged a greening of the financial system, it has not taken any

measure to disincentivise fossil fuel investments. Although in 2007 the RBI issued a memorandum

that encouraged commercial banks to encompass sustainability considerations in their business

strategy and investment decisions, no materially compelling directives have been issued.53 After

that, the RBI has attempted to augment financing flows destined to green energy projects by

including them in its Priority Sector Lending program, meaning that sustainable energy developers

can have access to a larger amount of credit vis-à-vis their peers in other sectors.54 Off-grid solar

panels were included in 2012, while in 2015 the criteria expanded in order to include biomass

generation, solar power, electrification projects and the greening of water pumps for agriculture.55

Moreover, in 2021 the RBI joined the NGFS, signalling an increase in attention for such practices.

These actions have nonetheless not been accompanied by either monetary policy tools or prudential

measures mandating reduction of financial flows away from fossil fuels, notwithstanding an edition

of the economic bulletin which suggested to do so.56 Indeed, measures such as mandating

disclosures of the exposure of banks’ balance sheets to climate change risks, together with

stress-test requirements or the establishment of a green finance taxonomy, have not been put into

place.57 Similarly, the RBI is not planning on carrying out asset purchase programmes that would

actively include climate-related considerations.58 The lacking stance of the RBI in terms of climate

smoothing policies is summarized in the table below, which shows only an extremely feeble

involvement of the RBI in the greening of the financial system.

Fig. 1 - Involvement of Central Banks in the Greening of the Financial System

58 Ibidem
57 Tong and Pirani, 2021
56 Ibidem

55 Simon Dikau, and Josh Ryan-Collins, “Green Central Banking in Emerging Market and Developing Country
Economies,” New Economics Foundation (2019). Available at:
https://neweconomics.org/uploads/files/Green-Central-Banking.pdf

54 Ibidem
53 Tong and Pirani, 2021
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Source: Tong and Pirani, 2021

5. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE RESERVE BANK OF INDIA

Given the inadequacies of the current RBI’s policy framework, this paper will now present several

policy recommendations for smoothing the climate change-induced shocks for economic and

human development in India. Indeed, this paper argues that in order to properly defund vulnerable

and fossil fuel intensive sectors, action must come from the very apex of the banking ecosystem.59

Having shown how transmission mechanisms are relevant for both CBs’ canonical mandates of

financial and price stability, this paper will present potential market-fixing and more heatedly

debated market-shaping regulatory solutions for addressing climate change-related risks. With

regards to the former, it is crucial to pinpoint the relevance of the increasingly-popular NGFS in

filling the gap in the fragmentation of climate risk frameworks by establishing networks for

collaborative research and modelling.60

1) Encompass climate change considerations in asset purchase programmes

A significant amount of research has focused on how monetary operations could promote

climate-related price and financial stability by implementing green quantitative-easing .61 62 63 Asset

purchase programs (APP) fall into the category of unconventional monetary policy. During APP, in

order to inject liquidity in the economy, central banks purchase government and corporate bonds,

expanding their balance sheets. Although such actively market-shaping policies raise conflicting

opinions among regulators, with only a small percentage of central bankers declaring to be in favour

of such policies, these could arguably be defined as the most effective policies for counteracting

63 Alessandro Ferrari & Valerio Nispi Landi,"Whatever it takes to save the planet? Central banks and unconventional
green policy," Working Paper Series 2500 (2020), European Central Bank.

62 Emanuele Campiglio, “Beyond carbon pricing: The role of banking and monetary policy in financing the transition to
a low-carbon economy”, Ecological Economics, Volume 121 (2016), Pages 220-230

61 Richard Murphy and Colin Hines, “Green quantitative easing: paying for the economy we need”, Finance for the
Future (2010).

60 Villeroy De Galhau, “Climate change: central banks are taking action”. Banque de France Financial Stability Review-
Greening the financial system: the new frontier, No. 23 (June 2019): 7-12.
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climate change.64 Indeed, Matikainen et al. (2017) have noted that while emission-intensive energy

utilities contribute to gross value added by only 5%, they represented more than 25% of 2014-2017

asset purchase programmes of both the BoE and ECB.65 As a result, given the sheer size of the

RBI’s balance sheet and its rapid expansion66, such a measure would massively help divesting from

fossil fuels and climate-vulnerable projects. Although most CBs are reluctant to implement green

QE due to market neutrality stances vis-à-vis different industries 67, a paradigm shift in the

understanding of climate-related risks could once again ease such concerns. As argued by

Campiglio et al. (2018), CBs could incorporate into their assessment of eligible asset purchases

their exposure to climate related risks when carrying out standard portfolio management. The

ultimate objective would not be to support green investments per se, but rather to employ more

comprehensive frameworks that could avoid the purchase of assets not satisfying CBs’

risk-standards.68

2) Include climate-related considerations in macroprudential policies

Macroprudential regulation encompassing climate-related assessments could significantly boost the

stability of the Indian financial system. Firstly, this could be done by setting capital and liquidity

requirements so that these would reflect the risk weights of exposure to existing fossil fuel assets in

their portfolios. Such requirements represent the “readily available funds” that banks are required to

hold depending on the “riskiness” of their assets, i.e. the riskiness of the loans they issue: the higher

their risk, the higher the correspondent capital or liquidity requirement. By encompassing climate

risks in risk-weighted asset requirements banks would be highly disincentivised to issue loans to

fossil fuel and climate sensitive sectors, guaranteeing an orderly transition towards renewables. As a

result, the increasingly higher risk inherent to fossil fuel investments would be more accurately

identified as a threat to the sustainable growth of India. The Council on Economic Policy, a leading

think tank focusing on sustainability, has suggested the establishment of a Carbon Countercyclical

Capital Buffer, a provision that would require banks to hold more capital during periods of

68 Ibidem
67 Mazars and Omfif, 2020
66 The balance sheet of the RBI expanded by roughly 30% between 2018 and 2020 (Wagmare, 2020).

65 Sini Matikainen, Emanuele Campiglio, and Dimitri Zenghelis, “The climate impact of quantitative easing”, Policy
Paper, Grantham Research Institute on Climate (2017).

64 Mazars and Omfif, 2020
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carbon-intensive credit growth.69 70 The Lebanese central bank has partially pioneered this

approach, reducing reserve requirements for green loans and raising it for carbon intensive ones.71

Secondly, the significant responsibility of the RBI in terms of promoting green credit policies could

be materialised in terms of collateral frameworks, which could be adjusted in light of climate risks.

These determine the eligible assets that CBs can demand as collateral when issuing loans to

commercial banks. If collateral assets are considered as risky by CBs, they are subject to “haircuts”,

meaning that their value is adjusted and decreased depending on their degree of riskiness. Collateral

haircuts could thus be established depending on the carbon intensity of such assets, further

incentivising banks to hold greener, less risky assets.72 A successful example in this regard is the

ECB, which included green bonds in the list of assets eligible for being accepted as collateral.73

Lastly, the RBI could also consider the establishment of ad-hoc bank rates74 according to the

proportion of banks’ portfolios consisting of green or carbon intensive loans, with preferential

treatment being given to “greener banks”.75 In order to implement this, CBs could issue Green

Targeted Long-Term Refinancing Operations (TLTROs). TLTROs are quintessential instruments for

making sure that CB policies reach consumers and businesses. Through TLTROs commercial banks

can borrow money from the CB at a favourable rate, conditionally upon them issuing loans to

households and businesses, eventually keeping borrowing costs lower. CBs and the RBI in

particular could establish Green TLTROs, meaning issuing loans at favourable rates targeted

specifically to sustainable investments for households and businesses.

3) Establish mandatory disclosure of climate exposure and stress tests

The ECB, the BoE and the vast majority of CBs in high-income countries have started to

encompass climate change considerations in macroprudential assessments such as stress tests, while

few of them are mandating climate-related financial disclosure for individual institutions of

systemic importance.76 Nonetheless, the RBI is still lagging behind, with no implementation for

76 Mazars and Omfif, 2020

75 Renita D’ Souza and Tanya Rana, “The Role of Monetary Policy in Climate Change Mitigation,” ORF Issue Brief No.
350, April 2020, Observer Research Foundation.

74 As defined by D’souza and Rana (2020) it is “the rate at which the RBI buys or rediscounts bills of exchange and
Commercial Papers of commercial banks”.

73 ECB, “ECB to accept sustainability-linked bonds as collateral”, European Central Bank, September 22 2020.

72 Andrew McConnell, Boyan Yanovski, and Kai Lessmann, “Central Bank Collateral as an Instrument for Climate
Mitigation”, Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (2020).

71 David Barnes and Zack Livingstone, “The Green Central Banking Scorecard”, Positive Money (2021).

70 Paola D’Orazio, Lilit Popoyan, Pierre Monnin, “Prudential Regulation Can Help in Tackling Climate Change”,
Council on Economic Policies (2019). Available at: https://www.cepweb. org/prudential-regulation-can-help-in-
tackling-climate-change/.

69 Tong and Pirani, 2021
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either of these two provisions. These two steps are likely to reduce asymmetric information on the

part of investors and subsequently mispricing of risks in financial markets, reducing the scope for

sudden asset depreciations with systemic consequences.77

4) Reorienting agricultural systems to climate-sensitive approaches

Given that a large share of both the Indian Economy and the livelihoods of the Indian population

heavily rely on agricultural output, it is paramount to re-orient agricultural systems towards the

so-called Climate-Smart Agriculture (CSA).78 Enabling small agricultural producers to adopt CSA

inevitably entails their financial empowerment, as this is the only means for achieving an actual

shift in the technologies involved. As noted by D’Souza and Rana, in turn, the latter requires that

the RBI collaborates with development banks in order to set-up ad hoc affordable financing. These

loans should necessarily be in the longer-term, focused on delivering social impact in terms of

easing the distress of farmers and characterized by patient capital79 that takes into account the

potential impediments to crop yields in the short run.

6. CONCLUSION - THE WAY FORWARD

All these policy recommendations require a paradigm shift of the way in which CB governors

understand the importance of climate change for their mandates. However, it is likely that this

paradigm shift will not occur in the short run. As clearly shown, Central bankers and regulators

remain concerned with being deemed “partisan” should they implement policies that go beyond

modeling climate-related risks. Although surveying possible solutions for this lies outside the scope

of this research, these could involve relevant government officials updating mandates of CBs, as

occurred with the BoE. In March 2021 chancellor Sunak announced that the mandate of the BoE

79 Patient capital generally refers to long-term investments in which investors are willing to wait a lengthy time (up to
10-15 years in some sectors) for any financial rewards.

78 Renita D’ Souza and Tanya Rana, “The Role of Monetary Policy in Climate Change Mitigation,” ORF Issue Brief No.
350, April 2020, Observer Research Foundation.

77 Emanuele Campiglio, “Climate change challenges for central banks and financial regulators”,  Nature Climate
Change 8:6 (2018), 462-468.
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will explicitly encompass environmental sustainability, effectively adjusting its corporate bonds

purchase scheme in order to account for carbon-intensity of issuers.80

In conclusion, this paper has outlined how climate-related risks (TRs and PRs) pose a considerable

threat to the two core mandates of CBs, namely price and financial stability. In turn, the work has

outlined how these risks would have dramatic consequences for the economic and human

development of emerging economies. In particular, the case of India was examined. After mapping

the vulnerabilities of the country to climate risks and RBI’s policy framework it has identified

several key policy recommendations. If implemented, these could considerably resize the exposure

of India to climate change shocks, and therefore smooth the disruptive effects of climate change for

a large part of the economy.
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